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63 Series Floods
Safety & Instruction Sheet

WARNING! Disconnect fixture before any service is performed. Never open the fixture while it is still plugged in.
Stage lights get very hot! Do not touch any fixture to any person or material without proper protection.
WARNING! Do not hang the unit upside down. Always be sure the side handles are securely locked to prevent accidental
loss of an accessory. On scoop floodlights the color frame/accessory holder can be rotated - be sure to put it in a position
that will safely retain any installed color frame or accessory. NOTICE! The fixtures may emit some degree of smoke when
they are first energized. This is normal, and the duration and the amount of smoke is dependent upon the wattage of the
lamp used. After the initial "burn in" period, the fixtures will no longer smoke.
L&E floods are designed to have the open portion of the color frame/accessory holder on the top. This prevents accessories
from falling out of the holder. Fixtures pointed in a severely downward angle should be checked to insure they hold any
installed accessory safely.
Lamp Replacement:
1. WARNING! Unplug the fixture. Allow it to cool down enough to safely handle.
2. Mini Flood and Cranny Flood: the lamp is removed by pressing one end into the spring-loaded socket and tipping the
other end out of the opposite socket. Micro-Fill: First remove the glass shatter guard if installed. To do this, loosen the two
screws holding the lock slide on one end, then slide the plate off the end of the glass. Take care not to let the glass drop
during this operation. The lamp is removed by pushing down on the lamp and turning it counterclockwise approximately oneeighth turn until the lamp pops up. The lamp can then be removed from the socket.
3. Insert a new lamp and reverse the process. WARNING! Be sure to reinstall safety glass.
Lamp Style Adjustment (Cranny Flood):
You can change between using the 4-11/16" FHM series lamp and the 3-1/8" FAD series lamp.
1. Remove any lamp already installed.
2. Loosen the four screws on the back of the unit and move them toward the outside of the unit for the FHM series lamp, or
toward the center of the fixture for the FAD series lamp.
3. Tighten the screws before installing a new lamp.
Installing Accessories (Cranny Flood):
1. Loosen the four mounting screws on the front of the unit.
2. Install the desired accessory by slipping the screws through the appropriate keyed slots on the accessory and re-tighten
the screws. Barn doors and color frame holders can be mounted at the same time.
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